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Heavyweight
1.

Semmy Schilt

2.

Badr Hari

3.

Peter Aerts

4.

Gokhan Saki

5.

Hesdy Gerges

6.

Daniel Ghita

7.

Tyrone Spong

8.
9.

Kyotaro
Ewerton Teixeira

10.

Jerome Le Banner

Welcome back to the LiverKick.com rankings. These rankings are an attempt to break down
the top 10 fighters in three different weight classes - Heavyweight, for fighters above the 85kg
limit, Middleweight, for fighters at the 70-72.5kg limit, and Light Heavyweight, for fighters at the
77-84kg limit. Our rankings are based on in-ring accomplishments and recent wins and loses.
We hope they reflect where these fighters currently stand, although we recognize that all
rankings are inherently subjective.

May 2011

We've decided to take a different approach to the rankings, in the past Fraser Coffeen handled
them, but as many are aware, Fraser has since had to step down from his responsibilities at
LiverKick.com and has since moved on to other ventures. Our Top 10 list a while back moved
on to being a top 25 to reflect a uniformity with our then home of SBNation. We've decided to
move back to only including the Top 10 and to opt for the inclusion of Light Heavyweight (77kg 84kg) to reflect the depth of talent in that weight class.
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Former #1 Alistair Overeem has been removed from the rankings after some intense
discussion, we've come to the conclusion that as long as he is contracted with Zuffa the
chances of Overeem fighting in another organization as a kickboxer has decreased to about
zero. We are sad to see a talent such as his be confined to only Mixed Martial Arts but will
continue to cheer him on.

This means that there was a lot of reshuffling to the weight classes for them to make sense, as
with K-1's silence and a sincere doubt that there will be a K-1 World Heavyweight Grand Prix
this year, we take a more global look at the weight classes and rankings for them. It is without
dispute that the most accomplished kickboxer at Heavyweight/Super Heavyweight, and the man
to beat is Semmy Schilt. Schilt does hold a WGP loss to Peter Aerts in 2011 and a loss to Badr
Hari in 2010, but outside of that his record is pristine.

After a year of inaction, Badr Hari returned to the ring against a less-than-game Gregory Tony.
Tony's performance might have been shameful, but Hari was in good shape, kept his cool and
there is a promise of a bout with Tyrone Spong or Daniel Ghita on the horizon for It's Showtime
in the Fall. For his recent accomplishments, though, without a doubt Badr Hari is one of the men
to beat and secures his spot at #2. Mr. K1,
Peter Aerts
shocked the world taking it to Sem Schilt in December, making the Finals of the Heavyweight
GP. Aerts had stated before the Grand Prix that it would be his last and he is contemplating
retirement, so under those circumstances and for his recent accomplishments, the #3 slot is a
great fit for him.
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#4 Gokhan Saki is in action at the end of this month in the finals of the Glory World Series
Heavyweight Tournament, where he'll take on
Brice Guidon . While the
tournament was not the toughest road for Saki, a win in it would further cement his spot in the
top 5. We hope to see him against other top 5 competition soon.
#5 Hesdy Gerges
has once again been released from police custody and will be in action this weekend at It's
Showtime. His bout with
#6 Daniel Ghita
was the biggest Heavyweight fight of the year so far and his win cemented his spot above
Ghita.
#7 Tyrone Spong
is where things get messy, Spong holds a victory over
#8 Kyotaro
last year, who himself is largely inactive without K-1, but has a loss to
#10 Jerome Le Banner
. Le Banner of course has his forfeit loss to Kyotaro but little else outside of the Spong win
recently.
#9 Ewerton Teixeira
is another fighter who only fights for K-1 so is in a state of limbo for the time being.
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